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Pumpkins have never only come in one color. Though the quintessential symbol for Halloween and fall has historically been an orange pumpkin, this harvest-time squash has come in all colors, shapes and

the meaning behind 13 different halloween pumpkin colors—decoded

To investigate this idea, we designed an experiment to discover if boomerangs really could shape stone tools representative of the cultural and spiritual beliefs of the Wailwaan and Yuin

mysterious marks on boomerangs reveal a ‘forgotten’ use of this iconic aboriginal multi-tool

The most common mandala designs include elephants, flowers, circles, and geometric shapes. Each design is a symbol of different spiritual aspects. The elephant mandala represents power and strength.

what is a mandala? the meaning & history of this highly spiritual symbol

Well-crafted stories shape the relationship between tellers and listeners, between preachers and people. And in the telling, trust is established, faith is formed, and lives change. ‘A well-told story

storycraft: the art of spiritual narrative

but has also made space for various myths and mystical beliefs to take shape, stretching from ancient to even modern times. If you consider that scientists only started credibly studying the

strange myths and mystical beliefs about periods

Miles Franklin Award winning novelist Amanda Lohrey explores the political and the personal in a way that makes her unique among contemporary Australian writers.

intellectual fearlessness, politics and the spiritual impulse: the remarkable career of amanda lohrey

In this walk, the shape of 8 or infinity plays a powerful that promises to evolve all dimensions—physical, mental and spiritual. Siddha Walk is recommended to be practised early in the

'siddha walk': an ancient yogic practice that helps achieve perfection

For more than three decades, this golf club owner has succeeded through an almost exclusive focus on the experience that begins on the first tee and ends on the 18th green.

into the mystic: claude pardue’s unique approach to course operation

The rosary, first promoted by the Dominican Order by the 16th century, is a form of prayer based on meditations on the life of Christ.

'the atlantic' publishes article on the rosary as symbol of far-right, violent extremism

The Acura Precision EV Concept previews the electric vehicle the Japanese premium brand will build with the help of General Motors.

acura precision ev concept cuts the electric shape of things to come

The details of rapper Mystikal's rape situation are starting to take shape. And sadly, the details are worse than the headlines. As you already know, mystical, real name Michael Taylor

mystikal allegedly raped woman over $100 dispute

The study by University of Waterloo Sociology Professor Sarah Wilkins-Laflamme explores if digital technologies facilitate a 'spiritual revolution' and if they provide important spiritual and

can digital religion shape millennials' spirituality?

By G.A. Peck For the first time in nearly 20 years, “The Oldfields Estate” at 30 Essex Street in Groton’s Mystic hamlet is offered to the market. The seller, who enlisted Berkshire Hathaway

majestic, on the mystic river

I paused over a few bulky, heavy binders full of financial records ranging from the 1940s forward, and I left those too. Later in the week, I saw that the trash truck had skipped the church that day.